
Eying the Eyeglasses Drive 
Weekly Report 2/18/19 to 2/24/19 
 

This week in ISM, the goals were to collect all donation bags and boxes for the 
Eyeglasses Drive. It was necessary to ask for donations, travel, and prepare the bags for 
delivery for each elementary school. Also this week, the Original Work Presentation 
Reflection and the Assessment 15 Reflection were to be completed, along with arranging 
delivery dates and times for the boxes/bags, that way each elementary school is fully 
prepared for the Eyeglasses Drive starting March 4th. 
 

After looking at the video of the Original Work Presentation, I was able to see what I 
did well on, what I improved on, and what needs future improvement before Final 
Presentation Night. When evaluating the presentation, it was evident that moving around 
the room and using hand gestures was a strength. However, a few things that will need work 
is the usage of filler words, looking back at the presentation slide show, and eye contact with 
the audience. Additionally, now that the board, collection box, and binder are included in my 
presentation, I will need to refrain from looking at those items too much during my 
presentation. Rather, I need to just reference the materials and expand more on my research 
and what I have learned so far throughout my experience in ISM. 
 

While writing and grading Assessment 15, I noticed that next time I would need to 
expand more on how the information gained will impact my future and the rest of my time 
in ISM. However, the part that was done well in the essay was explaining what happened 
during the Mentor Observation and how Dr. Brooks interacted with different patients on a 
daily basis. 
 

Lastly, this week included traveling to a local Market Street to collect over sixty bags. 
Also, traveling to Allen was necessary in order to get at least ten McKinney Noon Lions Club 
donation boxes. The bags and boxes will be used at each of the ten elementary schools 
participating in the drive. In addition to getting these items, grade level posters were created 
and put on the boxes/bags this week. The bag and box preparation also included arranging 
delivery dates and times at each school for next week. This will allow the schools to have 
enough time to make any final advertisements before the drive starts at the beginning of 
March.  
 

A lot of logistics were accomplished this week, in order to make the Eyeglasses Drive 
a physical success. For next week, the goal is to deliver all the donation supplies to the 
elementary schools during the ISM class. This will cover the majority of the class time and 
will help all the schools physically prepare for the drive the following week. 


